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CORSICA

BY Douglas Brass, representing C ombined British and Empire press

With the French

Corsica,

Sept, 25

He was just out from Bastia, He had "been moving there among the

Germans for three or four days, watching their desperate embarkations and

sending out information advising civil resistors within the city just how to

hinder the enemy, He had cone "back across the mountains - to the north,
then west, then south - and was now 7 resuming his ’‘uniform" - riding breeches,

sweat blackened shirt with Tricolour seam on the sleeve and black beret.

Basils, he told me, was rapidly becoming Corsica's war ruined city#

Bombings f blowing the earlier German bombardment (when the Italians first

held out) were laying it 'waste# Its harbour had many wrecked and damaged

ships, its roads hundreds of broken transport.

The Germans have been forced to continue their small craft embarkations

from the beaches to the south, Even if -most of them managed to get away

they would lose a good deal of their equipment#

Their first impulse had been to embark loot they had taken from villages

on the route of their retreat and from Beotia itself. They had gone mad with

.pillage, stripping houses of their bedlinen and small pieces of furniture

and women of their jewels. They loaded several barges entirely with wine

casks. They would have got more wine if the villagers had not smashed their

barrels as they departed* One village street has been swimming in Muscat#

This patriot soldier - who several times has been taken prisoner , by the

enemy and; escaped - told me the Germans had taken two hundred hostages in Bastia

in an attempt to discourage looting of the Italian supply dumps, They were
driving these people to do dangerous work on the waterfront, clean the streets

of rubble and assist in loading the barges, number of the gendarmerie were

placed under arrest for the same reason.

Shootings were expected daily. There will be no pitched, battle as the

Corsican affair draws to an end. There may be bloody final skirmishes as the

patriots and colonial French troops drive through t;■ the coast in the final stage

of the evacuation*

The lest Gordons will have n bitter time for those Corsicans hate then so*

Bodies of French arc coning bade from the line tonight draped in the 'Tricolour,

More troops are going in, cheered excitedly by the townspeople as they pass.

They have knives as well as guns in their equipment« No troops were ever more
certain of their task*
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